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Abstract:
Context: Executing an entire regression test‐suite after every code change is often costly in large software projects. To cope
with this challenge, researchers have proposed various regression test‐selection techniques.
Objective: This paper was motivated by a real industrial need to improve regression‐testing practices in the context of a
safety‐critical industrial software in the defence domain in Turkey. To address our objective, we set up and conducted an
“action‐research” collaborative project between industry and academia.
Method: After a careful literature review, we selected a conceptual multi‐objective regression‐test selection framework
(called MORTO) and adopted it to our industrial context by developing a custom‐built genetic algorithm (GA) based on
that conceptual framework. GA is able to provide full coverage of the affected (changed) requirements while considering
multiple cost and benefit factors of regression testing. e.g., minimizing the number of test cases, and maximizing
cumulative number of detected faults by each test suite.
Results: The empirical results of applying the approach on the Software Under Test (SUT) demonstrate that this approach
yields a more efficient test suite (in terms of costs and benefits) compared to the old (manual) test‐selection approach,
used in the company, and another applicable approach chosen from the literature. With this new approach, regression
selection process in the project under study is not ad‐hoc anymore. Furthermore, we have been able to eliminate the
subjectivity of regression testing and its dependency on expert opinions.
Conclusion: Since the proposed approach has been beneficial in saving the costs of regression testing, it is currently in
active use in the company. We believe that other practitioners can apply our approach in their regression‐testing contexts
too, when applicable. Furthermore, this paper contributes to the body of evidence in regression testing by offering a
success story of successful implementation and application of multi‐objective regression testing in practice.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Software testing is an important phase of the Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC). Furthermore, inadequate
software testing could lead to major economic consequences, e.g., [1‐3]. For example, a report called “Software fail watch”
[1] published in 2017 by a large software company, Tricentis GmbH, revealed that software failures caused $1.7 trillion
globally in financial losses in 2017 alone.
There are different types of software testing approaches. Regression testing is an important type of software testing
activity, which is to test a Software Under Test (SUT) to ensure that code changes have not affected the existing
functionality of the system [4]. The traditional and simplest approach to regression testing is to re‐execute all the test cases
that were used to test the software before the modifications were made, i.e., the “retest all” approach [4]. In practice
however, re‐executing all the previous test cases in regression testing after each software revision is not practical
especially in the case of large software systems, due to time and budget constraints [5]. Regression testing is costly
because, as software grows in size and complexity, a suite accumulate more tests and therefore take longer to run. For
instance, a 2011 paper [6] reported that the regression (automated) testing of a Microsoft product required several days.
An alternative approach is selecting only a subset of the initial test suite. Such an approach is referred to as regression
test‐selection, test prioritization [7, 8], or test minimization [4]. Much research effort has been spent on finding cost‐
efficient methods for regression testing and many techniques have been proposed in the literature (refer to two survey
papers in this area [4, 9]). The techniques in this area are based either on single‐objective optimization (e.g., reducing the
number of test cases) or multi‐objective optimization (e.g., minimizing the number of test cases and maximizing test
coverage). For example, Harman [10] presented a conceptual framework for multi‐objective regression test‐selection,
referred to as Multi‐Objective Regression Test Optimization (MORTO), which considered a set of cost‐based objectives
2
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(such as test execution time and third‐party costs) as well as a set of value‐based objectives (such as code coverage and
coverage of past fault).
The work reported in our paper is motivated by a real industrial need to improve regression‐testing practices in the
context of a safety‐critical industrial software in the defence domain. Based on the industrial need, we set up and
conducted an industry‐academia collaborative [11, 12] project and followed the principles of “action‐research” [13, 14].
After an extensive literature review, we chose the MORTO conceptual framework [10] as the baseline, and developed a
custom‐built genetic algorithm (GA) [15] to apply it in the project under study. In the subject project, before development
and introduction of the new approach (as presented in this paper), regression test‐selection was performed manually
making it costly, subjective and error prone. Furthermore, quality of regression testing was highly dependent on the skills
and experience of the test teams and test engineers. Therefore, there was a strong need for systematic approaches to
regression test selection in the subject project. This need was especially very critical given the safety‐critical nature of the
Software Under Test (SUT) since it is a controller software system in the defence domain (further details not disclosed due
to confidentiality).
Our regression test‐selection project had several objectives: (1) to provide full coverage of the requirements that are
affected by the program modifications, and (2) to improve the overall cost‐benefit of the regression testing approach
based on all the relevant regression selection criteria in the project, e.g., minimizing the number of test cases while
ensuring full coverage of the affected requirement by regression test suites. Using the systematic guidelines for
technology transfer provided by Gorschek et al. [16], as a team of researchers and practitioners, we jointly developed a
search‐based approach and transitioned this technology to the industrial context. Since the proposed approach has been
beneficial in saving the costs of regression testing, it is now in active use in the company. After developing and
implementing this systematic approach in the company, a positive outcome is that regression test‐selection in the
company is not ad‐hoc anymore and we diminished the subjectivity and dependency of regression testing on experts’
opinions.
The contribution of this paper is three‐fold:




Design and development of a multi‐objective GA for multi‐objective regression test optimization (i.e., our GA‐
based approach is an “instance” of the MORTO conceptual framework [10] for our specific context);
Empirical calibration (tuning) of the GA (parameters such as GA population size, crossover and mutation rates) to
ensure its best performance [17, 18] in our context; and
Empirical evaluation of the proposed GA and comparing the efficiency of regression test‐selection using the GA
with the old (manual) test‐selection approach, and another applicable approach that we found in the literature
[19].

We have structured the rest of this paper as follows. We describe the project context, SUT and the needs/motivations for
our work in Section 2. We review the related work in Section 3. Section 4 discusses how we developed the GA for multi‐
objective regression test selection in our context. Section 5 explains the application and empirical study of the approach in
our industrial project and evaluates its effectiveness. Finally, in Section 6, we draw conclusions, and discuss our ongoing
and future works.
Note that this paper summarizes the results of MSc thesis of the second author [20]. For the brevity of presentation and
due to space limitations, we have summarized the approach and the empirical results in this paper. For more details, the
reader can refer to the online version of the MSc thesis [20].
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2 CASE DESCRIPTION AND NEED ANALYSIS
As discussed in Section 1, this work was initiated by an industrial need and we followed the principles of “action‐
research” [13, 14]. Therefore, we first review the industrial context and then discuss the needs and motivations for the
study.

2.1 INDUSTRIAL CONTEXT AND THE SOFTWARE UNDER TEST
The subject project, SUT, is a safety‐critical industrial controller software in the defence domain. The functionality of the
SUT is defined by 935 system‐level requirements. To verify those system‐level requirements, the test team has developed
54 different test suites, each containing a set of test cases (test steps). The numbers of test steps in each of the test suites
vary from 182 to 3,588 test cases. In total, there were 30,834 test cases (test steps) for the entire system. All black‐box test‐
execution activities in this project are all done manually since the project has not yet adopted automated testing practices
[21]. Manual execution times of each of the 54 test suites vary between 2 and 71 hours, per test suite, which results in a
total of more than 1,500 hours of test execution labor. Considering that each workday has 8 hours, this translated to 187+
staff‐days of manual test execution effort, for each single re‐execution of the entire test suites. This denotes that the test
team had to spend a large amount of time and effort on manual regression testing of the SUT. There were about 25 full‐
time manual testers in the company assigned to run such large number of test cases in each round of regression testing on
each version of the SUT.
The customer of the project is a major government organization in Turkey. At the time when the current industry‐
academia collaborative project started, the subject project had entered its acceptance‐testing phase. The subject project is
still ongoing as of this writing and the software is in the maintenance phase. A test group in the customer organization
was tasked with executing acceptance tests and this group is authorized to determine the regression test coverage of each
software build. The second author of this paper was a member of this test group for several years.
The project contractor is a large company with expertise in a broad range of products in defense. For confidentiality
reasons, we only share limited details about the context and the subject project throughout this paper. The contractor
company has achieved the CMMI Level 5 rating in the following areas: (1) software and systems engineering, (2)
integrated product and process development, and (3) supplier sourcing. Because of having CMMI Level 5 rating, all
software‐testing activities are well documented and conducted in high standards by the project contractor.
For the subject project (SUT), there is an independent test group in the contractor company. The test group itself consists
of several test teams, partitioned by the type of subsystems in the SUT. All of the test activities, conducted together with
participation of the customer test team, are black‐box testing, since the customer does not have access to the SUT’s source
code. As of this writing, as discussed above, the SUT is in the software maintenance phase and test teams conducted
regression tests after each revision of the SUT with participation of the contractor and customer test teams.
Since the contractor company had achieved the CMMI Level 5 rating, it has a systematic metric/measurement program
and a set of measurement databases in place. One of those measurement databases is used by the test team to store, in fine
granularity, historical cost (effort) data for different cost factors in testing, e.g., costs of third‐party services (in staff‐hours)
needed for a given test case, and system setup costs needed for a given test case. The cost (effort) database had historical
going back several years at the time of the project reported in this paper. The teams regularly used such data to make
various decisions w.r.t. test and test management in the company. During our empirical study reported in this paper, we
also used some data from the cost (effort) database as reported in Section 5.2.
In case of a test failure, which is determined by the contractor, a software fix is implemented and a new software build is
submitted. Before the introduction of improvements proposed in this paper, in order to assure the customer that software
changes did not affect previously‐verified functionalities, the contractor test team used to provide a list of possibly‐
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affected low‐level requirements and proposed a regression test suite based on their analysis and experience for each
software build. In the rest of the paper, we will refer to the set of test suites selected for regression as “regression test‐set”.
Contractually, in the subject project, a test suite cannot be divided in sub‐parts (test cases or test steps) in the regression
selection process. Therefore, a test suite is either executed in its entirety or not at all. Such a condition is due to various
reason, one being the need for systematic “end‐to‐end”” testing [22], in which a black‐box test suite tests a complete end‐
to‐end behavioral scenario of the SUT, e.g., one use‐case of the safety‐critical controller software.

2.2 NEED ANALYSIS AND MOTIVATIONS FOR THE STUDY
In the project under study, in the past, each time when a software fix was implemented, the customer test team used to
first evaluate the list of affected system requirements and the regression test‐set proposed by the contractor test team. The
customer test team would then either accept the proposed regression test‐set or would request adding more test suites to
it. The entire approach was ad‐hoc, subjective and purely based on expert opinion. To make the matters worse, there was
an inherent challenge (conflict) in the process since the contractor test team always tried eagerly to “minimize” the scope
and size of regression test‐set, naturally to lower their own test cost and effort, the customer test team usually had the
tendency to “enlarge” the scope of regression test‐set as much as possible, by adding extra test suites “to be on the safe
side”. As a result, the regression testing process needed extensive meetings and discussions about the extent (scope) of the
regression test‐set. This unsystematic process usually led to long, controversial (and often unpleasant) discussions and at
the end of negotiations, there was a test suite which made neither side happy. Ironically, as per our analysis, the resulting
test suites usually did not even achieve 100% coverage of the affected (changed) requirements, since they were derived
with ad‐hoc mechanisms, e.g., ad‐hoc and complex Excel‐sheet‐ and heuristics‐based decision‐support.
Neither the customer nor the contractor test team had access to source code and lacked detailed information about the
software (the entire software is highly classified due to its nature), and therefore, decisions about the scope of regressing
testing were made subjectively and mostly based on rules of thumb.
After several rounds of meetings among the both test teams and the research team (authors of this paper), both test teams
mentioned that they were keen to improve the existing ad‐hoc regression test‐selection practices and establish a
systematic, more effective and efficient regression test‐selection approach. The important criteria that the stakeholders
raised for regression testing were to include a set of cost and value (benefit) factors (as discussed next). Let us clarify that
the project stakeholders were typical and included: the customer, developers, testers and managers. We were asked to
develop a better regression testing approach that would cover all the affected system requirements, by a new software
revision (maintenance activity), while, at the same time, would entail the least cost and provide maximum value (benefit)
for regression testing.
The stakeholders observed in the past that multiple cost and benefit factors were associated with regression testing of the
subject system. Two example cost factors that we identified in discussions with the stakeholders are: (1) Test execution
time: time required for executing a test suite (conducted mostly manually in the project as test automation is not widely
practiced in this project); and (2) Third party cost: the cost of services procured from third party organizations, since some
of the test suites in the subject system required specific services and hardware devices that cannot be provided by the
internal stakeholders and had to be acquired/rented from third party organizations (often, due to their “classified”
nature).
Similarly, we identified the following example value (benefit) factors in our discussions with the stakeholders: (1)
Number of detected faults: experience has shown that as the software is developed and periodically upgraded, the
phenomenon of re‐emergence of similar defects is quite common [23]. Thus, the detection ability of past faults by a given
regression test suite is seen as one of its values and it makes sense, in regression testing, to give priority to test suites
which detect higher number of past faults; (2) Faults severity: it is not only the number of faults detected by a test suite
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that is important, but also the severity of faults. Test suites which detect more severe faults are better to be prioritized in
regression testing.
While some test suites may be deemed of high priority in terms of some of the above cost objectives, they may be assessed
in lower priority in terms of the value (benefit) objectives. Also, similar to the many other contexts in the optimization
research literature, the cost and value factors in this context represented “conflicting” objectives and both categories of
objectives should be considered holistically in the optimization approach. As a result, this turns the problem into a
challenging multi‐object optimization problem [24]. Thus, the work reported in this paper was initiated to develop a
solution for the problem at hand.

3 RELATED WORK
Using an existing 7‐step process for technology transfer, proposed by Gorschek et al. [16], after identifying the need and
motivations for the study (as discussed in Section 2), we conducted a careful literature review to be aware of the state of
the art and practice in this area, and possibly find a suitable approach as the baseline to be adopted/extended in our
project.
(Automated) regression test‐selection has become a research field of its own since a few decades ago and a large number
of regression test‐selection techniques have been presented in this area (perhaps at least 200 studies so far according to
[4]). Given such a large number of papers, it is not practical to review all of them in this section, but instead, we review a
few of the many survey (review) papers that have been published in this area [4, 9, 25‐28], as listed in Table 1. These
review papers were identified in a recent systematic literature review (SLR) of literature reviews in software testing [29] (a
so‐called “tertiary” study).
As listed in Table 1, we can see the intensive focus of the research community on regression test minimization, selection
and prioritization. Some of these review papers have focused on more focused topics, e.g., application of genetic
algorithms for test‐case prioritization in [27], and have reviewed a smaller number of (primary) studies (7 papers in [27]).
However, other review papers in this set have taken a “broader” focus and have reviewed a larger pool of papers in this
area (189 papers in [4]). Interested readers can use any of the review papers listed in Table 1 as an “index” to the vast
body of knowledge in this area and study any of the many papers in this area.
The concept of regression test‐selection is closely related to two similar concepts: test‐case prioritization and test‐suite
minimization [4]. While test‐case selection seeks to identify the test cases that are relevant to some set of recent changes in
the system under test (SUT), test‐suite minimization seeks to eliminate redundant test cases in order to reduce the number
of tests to run. Test‐case prioritization seeks to order test cases in such a way that early fault detection is maximized.
Those techniques sort (prioritize) test cases selected using a modification‐based technique according to coverage or other
objectives [30].
Table 1‐ A summary of the existing review (survey) papers in the field of regression test‐selection (by years of
publication)
Year of
publication
2010

Reference

2011
2012

[25]
[4]

2012

[26]

2012

[27]

[9]

Paper title
A systematic review on regression test selection
techniques
Regression test selection techniques: a survey
Regression testing minimization, selection and
prioritisation: a survey
Systematic literature review on regression test
prioritization technique
On the application of genetic algorithms for test‐

6

Type of survey
(review) paper
SLR

Num. of (primary)
studies reviewed
27

Regular survey
Regular survey

118
189

SLR

65

SLR
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2013

[28]

2018

[27]

case prioritization: a systematic literature review
Test‐case prioritization: a systematic mapping
study
Test‐case prioritization approaches in regression
testing: a systematic literature review

Systematic mapping

120

SLR

69

Some of regression test‐selection techniques work by comparing outputs produced by old and new versions of the SUT.
In these techniques, tests that will cause the modified program to produce different output than the original program are
selected. Most of these techniques focused on software modifications in the SUT by using source‐code analysis methods
such as execution trace analysis, data‐flow analysis and control‐flow analysis [31‐38]. These techniques were not
applicable in our case since we had no access to source code.
Test‐selection based on test‐suite minimization aim at finding a smaller group of test cases having the same coverage with
respect to produced outputs of the old and modified SUT. For instance, Gu et al. [19] developed an algorithm that
minimizes test suites by maximizing the coverage of the changed requirements (i.e. the requirements that are affected by
the program modifications) and minimizing coverage of unaffected (irrelevant) requirement.
By reviewing the literature, we also realized that the majority of existing regression test‐selection techniques have focused
on a single objective or two objectives. However, in many real‐world regression testing scenarios, including our project as
discussed in Section 2.2, we have observed that there are more than two objectives (criteria) that have an impact on
effectiveness and efficiency of a regression test suite such as execution time, coverage, priority (assigned by experts), and
fault history. Therefore, industrial applicability of many of the existing single‐ or dual‐objective regression test‐selection
techniques is limited [4]. To tackle the regression testing problem in such contexts, Harman discussed the need for
multiple criteria by coining the term Multi‐Objective Regression Test Optimization (MORTO) and provided a list of
possible regression test‐selection criteria in [10]. As presented in [10], MORTO is not a fully‐developed approach yet, and
only serves as a conceptual framework for this problem.
We further reviewed the literature regarding existing multi‐objective regression test optimization approaches, and we list
the approaches that we have found in Table 2. We also provide in Table 2 the list of cost/benefit objectives considered in
each approach. The MORTO conceptual framework [10] seems the most comprehensive approach in terms of number of
support cost/benefit objectives. After our careful literature review, we selected the MORTO approach [10] as our base
framework, since it defines a consolidated framework supporting multiple objectives for regression testing, and
compared to the other approaches, e.g. [6], its conceptual framework of cost and benefit drivers was more applicable to
our context and the set of our cost and benefit drivers (as discussed in Section 2.2).
As we can see in in Table 2, some of the identified approaches considered code coverage as a value objective which can
only be utilized when conducting white‐box (regression) test selection. To the best of our knowledge, the work of Gu et al.
[19] is the only regression test approach which has considered black‐box objectives, i.e., coverage of affected
requirements, and coverage of unaffected (irrelevant) requirements. Since in our study context, we did not have access to
the system source code, only a black‐box (regression) test selection was feasible. Thus, from the set of all existing
approaches in the literature, only the approach of Gu et al. [19] could be applied in our context which we did (details in
Section 5.4).
The other category of related work is the group of studies reported for testing software systems in the “defense” domain.
While most of the efforts in this area are “classified” (confidential) and are not usually reported in publication venues (i.e.,
journals and conferences), some researchers and practitioners have reported studies in this area, e.g., [39‐45]. “CrossTalk:
The Journal of Defense Software” is a dedicate journal for software engineering on the defense domain and some of its
papers are on testing, e.g., [42, 43]. There are also sources in the grey literature discussing software testing in the defense
domain, e.g., [46‐49]. However, we did not find any studies, neither in formal or grey literature, in the topic of regression
test optimization for defense‐related software systems.
7
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Last but not the least, the focus of regression test approach in this work is to minimize the cost of regression testing while
maximizing its benefits. Thus, in a broader sense, this work relates to the body of knowledge in Value‐based Software
Engineering (VBSE) [50] and software‐engineering economics [51].
Table 2‐ A review of the existing multi‐objective regression test optimization approaches
Reference
[52]
[19]

Year
2007
2010

Cost objectives
Execution time
‐

[10]

2011

[53]

2012

Execution time, data access costs, third
party costs, technical resources costs, setup
costs, simulation costs
Computational cost of tests

Benefit (value) objectives
Code coverage, fault history
Coverage of affected requirements, coverage of
unaffected (irrelevant) requirements
Code based coverage, non‐code‐based coverage, fault
model sensitive, fault history sensitive, human
(tester) preferences, business priority
Statement coverage

[54]

2014

Execution time

Code coverage

[55]

2015

[56]

2015

Execution time

Average percentage of coverage achieved, average
percentage of coverage of changed code, average
percentage of past fault coverage
Code coverage, code diversity

4 DEVELOPING A GENETIC ALGORITHM FOR MULTI-OBJECTIVE REGRESSION TEST SELECTION
We first provide an overview of our solution approach and provide justification of why we choose genetic algorithms
(GA) as the solution approach. We then present how we design a GA based on MORTO [10].

4.1 AN OVERVIEW OF SOLUTION APPROACH
The MORTO conceptual framework [10] proposes resolving the regression test‐selection problem as a multi‐objective
optimization problem. Multi‐objective optimization means optimizing more than one objective simultaneously [57]. NP‐
hardness challenge of multi‐objective optimization makes heuristic search algorithms the only viable option [58].
Heuristic‐based optimization algorithms may not produce optimal solutions but they produce a solution in reasonable
time.
Several heuristic search algorithms are widely used in the optimization literature and also in Search‐based Software
Engineering (SBSE) [59], e.g., simulated annealing, Tabu search, ant colony and genetic algorithms (GA) [60]. Because of
its scalability and flexibility [18], and because it has been widely used in SBSE [59], we decided to use a GA‐based
approach to formulate and solve the multi‐objective regression test optimization problem at hand. In two previous SBSE
problems in other areas of software engineering [18, 61], we had also developed and used GA‐based approaches.

4.2 DESIGN OF THE GA FOR THE PROBLEM AT HAND
Genetic algorithms (GA) are a heuristic search‐based optimization method that mimics the process of natural selection
[15]. In a GA, a gene represents an independent variable in the optimization problem and, as in nature, each chromosome
which is a set of genes represents a (candidate) solution to the problem at hand.
To solve our problem at hand, we designed a GA in which each gene represents a test suite to be used in regression
testing, and each chromosome represents a set of test suites (i.e., a regression test‐set). To represent genes, we used the
binary representation, in which each binary variable (gene) corresponds to a test suite. For each binary variable (bit), the
value of “1” means existence of the given test suite in the solution (regression test‐set), and “0” means its absence. Each
“individual” in the population corresponds to a regression test‐set and is represented as an array of size M where M is the
8
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number of all regression test suites for a given SUT. We show in Figure 1 a visual illustration of the gene/chromosome
representation in our GA, which we refer to as MORTOGA in the rest of this paper. In this example, number of genes in a
single chromosome (M)=54 which is the number of test suites for the SUT used in this study (as discussed in Section 2.2).
Number of test suites=54

GA
population
size

1

0

1

...

1

Gene (corresponding to a
test suite)

0

1

1

...

0

Chromosome (corresponding
to a “candidate” regression
test set)

0

0

...

1

...
0

GA population (pool)

Figure 1‐ Representation of GA chromosomes in MORTOGA
The GA takes as input the set of all regression test suites and will select a subset of them, via the above chromosome
structure, which yields the highest benefit and lowest cost for regression testing.
When designing the GA for the problem at hand, we paid special attention to three aspects: coverage of affected
requirements, minimization of regression testing costs, and maximization of benefits. The first aspect guarantees that
every candidate solution covers all of the affected requirements (i.e. the requirements that are affected by the program
modifications). This part is realized by a constraint function in the GA which uses a given requirement‐traceability matrix
[62] to consider the relationships between test suites and requirements. This traceability matrix is indeed the core
structure of our approach to ensure the full coverage of affected requirements. The matrix also makes the complex
relationship between test suites and requirements understandable and usable in the regression test‐selection process. The
constraint function is applied whenever any GA individual (candidate solution) in the population is created and is
changed, i.e.., when generating the initial population, and also after applying the GA’s crossover and mutation operators
[15]. Similar to the usual practice when designing GAs in SBSE, e.g., [18, 60, 61], any GA individual that does not pass the
constraint function is discarded from the GA pool (population).
Since our GA is multi‐objective (to consider both cost and benefit factors of regression testing), we had the choice of
pursuing either of the two standard approaches [63]: (1) “Pareto” optimality to really consider both objectives, or (2)
scalarization [64] which would require converting the multi‐objective problem into a single‐objective problem. Most of the
existing multi‐objective regression test selection techniques using Pareto optimality have used optimization algorithms
such as NSGA‐II [65] or the DIV‐GA (DIVersity‐based Genetic Algorithm) [53].
In approaches based on Pareto optimality, users should do the task of selecting a single solution from a large Pareto‐
optimal. In discussions with stakeholders (decision makers) in our project, the Pareto optimality approach was not seen
favorable since it would have complicated the regression solution approach for the team. If we had decided to proceed
with the Pareto optimality approach, the team would have to organize extra meetings to subjectively choose one of the
available options in the Pareto optimal set, provided by the GA. Furthermore, since the number of cost and benefit factors
are more than three (actually nine) in our case (to be discussed in Section 5.2), visualization of the optimal solution set on
the Pareto front to choose one optimal result would have been quite challenging to be implemented in our context. In fact,
the stakeholders felt “overwhelmed” by us discussing the idea of having to choose one optimal solution from a large set
of candidate solution on the Pareto front. Thus, proceeding via the route of multi‐objective optimization using approaches
such as NSGA‐II was not a feasible nor a suitable approach in our context. On the other hand, we found that the
scalarization‐ (weighted sum‐) solution approach [64] is popular in the operations‐research community, e.g., [64, 66, 67],
and would provide a practical, easy‐to‐use and computationally‐efficient approach. For the reasons discussed above, we
9
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chose the scalarization approach and converted the multi‐objective problem to a single‐objective problem as discussed
next.
To implement multi‐objective optimization as a scalarized single‐objective GA, we defined a fitness (objective) function
for our GA. Using this fitness function, the GA would find the best regression test‐set among the candidates. We show in
Equation 1 the fitness function, in which the cost and value objectives are combined into one single objective by using a
weighting scheme. The fitness (objective) function includes the weighting factors (coefficients) and (cost/benefit)
objectives. The actual weighting values to be used inside Equation 1 would be specific for a given subject project (SUT).
For our specific case‐study SUT, we will discuss in Section 5.2 how we determined the values for the weighting values in
the fitness function.
,
∀ ∈

∀ ∈

Equation 1 ‐ Fitness (objective) function of the GA
In Equation 1, Fitness(c) represents the fitness function value for a given chromosome c. The term ObjValue(g, o) is the
value of each objective (cost or benefit objectives) for a given test suite (gene) g. The term factor(o) denotes the
predetermined weight (ratio) of each objective o in the overall fitness value.
To consider cost and benefit objectives properly, the factor coefficients of benefit objectives are positive values while the
factor coefficients of cost objectives are negative values, and the goal is to maximize the overall fitness value.
Note that the GA has been developed in an extensible manner for the objectives, any set (combination) of cost and benefit
objectives can be plugged into the fitness function, depending on the SUT. We implemented our GA in Matlab and its
code is available open‐source online [68]. In the rest of this paper, we refer to our approach and GA as MORTOGA.

5 INDUSTRIAL EMPIRICAL STUDY
Once we designed the MORTOGA approach, which was based on our industrial need (Section 2), we applied it to our
industrial setting in an empirical study to assess its usefulness. We discuss the empirical study’s goal, research questions
(RQs) and results next.

5.1 GOAL AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS
The goal of the empirical study was to improve the current manual regression test‐selection process of a large industrial
safety‐critical software by applying the MORTOGA approach, as developed in Section 4. Before applying the GA on the
problem domain (SUT), we were aware from the SBSE literature that the GA’s internal parameters (e.g., population size,
crossover and mutation rates) had to be first properly “tuned” (calibrated) empirically to ensure its best performance [17,
18]. Various studies, e.g., [17, 18], have shown that, when not calibrated properly, performance and outputs generated by
SBSE techniques could be sub‐par and far from the best outcomes. Thus, empirical calibration of MORTOGA’s internal
parameters (e.g., population size, crossover and mutation rates) to the problem at hand was our first task in the empirical
study.
Based on the above goal, we posed two research questions (RQs):




RQ 1: How can the MORTOGA be best calibrated (tuned) to yield the best results in the context under study? As
discussed above, a GA’s internal parameters (e.g., population size, crossover and mutation rates) have to be also
properly tuned (calibrated) empirically to ensure its best performance [17, 18].
RQ 2: How much improvement in regression testing does MORTOGA approach provide compared to the manual
regression test‐selection and the selected approach from the literature, the requirement coverage‐based approach
[19]?
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RQs 1 and 2 will be addressed in Section 5.4 and 5.5. But before answering them, to adopt and apply the GA in the subject
project, we had to first select the cost/benefit objectives in the project under study, and then calculate their weighting
values to embed inside the fitness function in Equation 1, which we discuss next.

5.2 SELECTION OF COST/BENEFIT OBJECTIVES AND CALIBRATING THEIR WEIGHT VALUES
As discussed in the MORTOGA design (Section 4.2), before using the GA approach in the project, we needed to calibrate
the GA with cost and benefit weight values. We developed the GA in a flexible / extensible manner in terms of the
objectives, i.e., various sets of cost and benefit objectives can be plugged into the fitness function, depending on the
system and project under test.
As a result of meetings with various stakeholders in the project, we selected the following cost/benefit objectives for the
project under test. While we explain each objective next, we also discuss how its weighting value was estimated:
1.

2.

3.

Test execution time (of each test suite in): This is the time (and cost) required for executing a test suite. All test suites
were manual tests as test automation was not practiced (implemented) in this project. We collected test execution time
data from detailed test record sheets that include the date, time, and test engineers’ names, as done in the project in
the past. Some of the test suites were executed more than once in the past within the scope of regression testing as
determined by the old test strategy and test process. For those test suites, their mean of execution times was
calculated. Unit of test execution time is staff‐hour (man‐hour).
Third‐party cost: Cost of services procured from third party organizations. In the SUT, some of the test suites require
specific services (dependencies) that cannot be provided by the internal stakeholders and require services by third
parties, e.g., setting up specific hardware systems which the SUT needed to execute. These costs were mostly in the
context of Model‐in‐loop (MIL) and Hardware‐in‐loop (HIL) testing [69, 70] of the SUT, which is an embedded
system. Third‐party needs (dependencies) for each test suite were collected from prerequisites sections of test
procedures, and were categorized as shown in Table 3. To systematically quantify the weights for different cost
factors, we used historical cost (effort) data from the company’s effort database (as discussed in Section 2.1) which
had a long history of data for execution of test cases and actual costs associated with testing in the past several years
for the SUT. Using historical effort and cost data from the past (analogy‐based effort estimation) is a wide‐spread
approach in software effort estimation [71, 72], and test effort estimation, e.g., [73]. In the company’s effort/cost
database, effort data were stored in staff‐hour. However, cost data were in monetary values (i.e., Turkish Lira), e.g.,
simulation‐support as shown in Table 3were related to costs of external simulation systems (e.g., simulating certain
scenarios in the defense domain) to enable Model‐in‐loop (MIL) and Hardware‐in‐loop (HIL) testing of the SUT. Such
costs had fixed values per test suite and we converted their monetary values to the baseline (Test execution time in
staff‐hours) for all other cost factors as shown in Table 3, by converting monetary values to average cost of a test
engineer for the company (salary and other costs). Two example items for third‐party cost, as shown in Table 3 are
simulation‐support and satellite service costs. By calculating the mean (average) of cost (effort) data for these two
items and rounded the values to the nearest integers, we calculated costs values as 2 and 40 staff‐hour, respectively.
As discussed above, all the costs were normalized into one cost factor (the baseline: Test execution time) and into one
unit (staff‐hours). This normalization ensures being able to combine all cost objectives in the fitness function
(Equation 1).
System setup cost: Effort required for setup of system to execute the test suites. Some test suites required devices,
services, files or a specific mode of the system. We also collected the costs related for such items from prerequisite
sections of test procedures by test team. We found that system setup cost was divided into three types: (1) regular
system setup, (2) special disk preparation, and (3) scenario generation setup, with weights as shown in Table 3. We
determined weight values of system setup cost factors in a similar way to third‐party cost, as discussed above, i.e.,
using historical cost (effort) data from the company’s effort database.
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4.

5.

Technical resources cost (test execution environment) to be spent by the internal team in the company: There are
different test environments for the subject system, e.g., software on simulated hardware lab. Usage of these
environments also incurs costs. We excluded the lab installation costs because installation of the lab was done only
once. The other cost items that we included were: simulated software in the lab (i.e., Software‐in‐the‐Loop, SIL),
software on real hardware (HIL), real system or any combination of these environments. While usage of the simulated
software in the lab (i.e., Software‐in‐the‐Loop, SIL) testing approach had a cost of 4 staff‐hours, testing the model of
“All on the real system” had a cost of 48 staff‐hours.
Verification (oracle) cost: Verification of specific requirement items in this context is not trivial and entails non‐trivial
costs. They usually require post‐analysis of data collected during testing. We also collected the verification costs from
the historical data related to how much time verification activities had taken.
Table 3‐ Different items of the cost objectives and their assigned weight values

Cost groups

Items

Test execution time Execution time of a test suite. This is the baseline for all other cost factors, thus its weight=1.
Simulation support costs: Costs of external simulation systems (e.g., simulating certain
scenarios in the defense domain) and services to enable Model‐in‐loop (MIL) and Hardware‐in‐
loop (HIL) testing
Technical support costs: In some test activates, there was a need to get technical support to
install and troubleshoot certain hardware systems.
Third‐party costs
Equipment service costs: Costs associated with renting (borrowing) hardware equipment to
enable testing
Flight service costs: Costs associated with
Satellite service costs: Costs associated with
Basic setup costs: To conduct testing, the SUT had to be set up (be prepared) for testing.
Special disk preparation costs: To conduct testing, we needed to set up test data on a specific
disk storage of an embedded unit.
System setup costs
Configuration generation and update costs: For regression testing, testers had to review,
regenerate and update the test configurations of the SUT and its various components, when
necessary.
Software‐in‐the‐Loop (SIL) testing costs: To enable testing in the SIL mode
Hardware‐in‐loop (HIL) + SIL testing costs: To enable testing in the combination of HIL+SIL
Technical resources modes
costs (internal in
HIL + SIL testing + auxiliary lab software costs: A certain type of testing with HIL+SIL modes
the company)
and including auxiliary lab software
HIL + SIL + partial testing using the real system: Self explanatory
Testing fully done on the real system: Self explanatory
Verification cost
Post‐test analysis costs (e.g., test oracle)

Weight
(Staff‐hour
factor)
1
2
8
12
32
40
2
8
40
4
8
12
32
48
8

On the other hand, in addition to the cost objectives, we also needed to identify the benefit objectives of regression testing.
After meetings with stakeholders, we identified the following four benefit objectives, as discussed next, and shown in
Table 4.
1.

Cumulative number of detected faults by each test suite in the past: Experience has shown that as the software is
developed and periodically updated, the phenomenon of re‐emergence of similar defects is quite common [23]. Thus,
the fault detection ability of a regression test suite is seen as a benefit (value) and it is important, in regression testing,
to give priority to test suites which have detected more faults in the past. There have been existing studies on this
topic, e.g., [74, 75]. We collected the data for this objective from the project’s fault database.
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2.

3.

4.

Number of detected faults in the last version: In addition to the cumulative number of detected faults (the previous
objective), the number of faults detected by a test suite in the last version provides awareness about the “recent” fault
detection ability of a test suite. We saw cases when a test suite may not have had detected many faults in the past
cumulatively, relative to other test suites, but has detected many faults just in the last version of the SUT. Because of
this contribution, we added the number of detected faults in the last version as a separate value objective to the list of
objectives. We also obtained the data for this objective from the fault database.
Faults severity: Not only the number of faults detected by a test suite is important, but also the severity of those faults.
Test suites which detect more severe faults are better to be prioritized in regression testing [74]. In the project, three
severity values were already defined in the faults database: 1 (most severe), 2 and 3 (least severe). For each test suite,
its previously‐detected faults were grouped based on priority level. Afterward, we applied the following formula,
defined in decision‐making meetings with consensus of stakeholders: Fault severity (a test suite)=
(3*Num_faults_severity_1) + (2* Num_faults_severity_2) + (1* Num_faults_severity_3).
Test‐suite execution priority: Based on some rationale which are hard (or impossible) to formulate (quantify), the test
team may assign some sort of “Priority” to a regression test suite, on their experience, which denotes its importance.
In our context, the test team assigned the priorities by using the Delphi method for each test suite based on their
experience and their insight about the fault detection ability of each test suite. It is based on an ordinal metric and
there are three priority levels: 1, 2 and 3, with the value 1 being the most important one.

Determining the weight values of benefit objectives was not as straightforward as the cost objectives. For cost objectives,
we already had the historical cost data from which we could “quantify” cost and effort relatively easily, and were able to
assign weight values for cost objectives. However, for benefit objectives such as: Cumulative number of detected faults
and Faults severity, it was not immediately obvious how we could “quantify” benefits in the MORTOGA’s formula
(Equation 1). To tackle this need, by reviewing the literature, we used the wideband Delphi method [76] to gather experts’
opinions to determine the importance of and to quantify benefits. To keep the focus of this section on cost/benefit
objectives, we separate the discussion on details of the operational execution of the Delphi method and present that aspect
in Section 5.3.
As discussed in Section 4.2, since the MORTOGA is multi‐objective (to consider both cost and benefit factors), we used the
scalarization approach [63] to fit all the objectives into one single objective function. In order to provide the intended
weight values for all the objectives in the fitness value calculations, all the objectives were scaled (normalized) to the
range of [0, 1] by using the following formula: scaledValue = Value/MaxValue.
As shown in Table 4, all the cost objectives were given the equal negative weight of ‐0.1 (but note that we had already
differentiated them via a weighting scheme in Table 3). All benefit objectives had positive weights. To run the
MORTOGA on our SUT, the weight values shown in Table 4 were plugged into the GA’s fitness function (Equation 1). Let
us recall from the discussions above that, all the cost and benefit factors were normalized into one cost factor (the
baseline: Test execution time) and into one unit, staff‐hours. We did this normalization to ensure being able to combine all
cost and benefit objectives in the fitness function (Equation 1).
As a result of the weighting process, the GA fitness function thus became “dimensionless”. In other words, a fitness value
calculated by the fitness function represents the cost and value balance of a given solution.

Table 4‐ Weight values of cost and benefit objectives in the project, used in the MORTOGA’s fitness function
Cost objectives
Test execution time
Third‐party cost

Weights
‐0.1
‐0.1

Benefit objectives
Fault severity
Cumulative number of
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System setup cost

‐0.1

Technical resources cost

‐0.1

Verification cost

‐0.1

detected fault
Test‐suite execution
priority
Number of detected
fault in the last version

0.1
0.05

5.3 HOW THE DELPHI METHOD WAS USED FOR DETERMINING WEIGHTS FOR BENEFIT OBJECTIVES
As discussed above, to quantify benefit objectives and to be able to include those objectives inside the MORTOGA’s
formula (Equation 1), we used the Delphi method to gather experts’ opinions on the importance and thus weights of
benefit objectives. We show in Table 5 the steps and activities included in our the Delphi process [76] that we planned
and executed. This process was inspired from related works who have used the Delphi method, e.g., [77‐81]. There were
eight (8) participants in the Delphi estimation team (panel).
Table 5‐ The wideband Delphi process used in this study
Phase
Phase 1: Planning
Phase 2: Kickoff meeting

Phase 3: Independent first
opinions by each team
member
Phase 4: Narrowing down
the benefit objectives and
selecting one single list in a
given rank
Phase 5: Estimation meeting
to determine weights

Activities

Step 1.1 − Choosing the Delphi estimation team (panel) and a moderator

Step 2.1 − The moderator conducted the kickoﬀ meeting, in which the team was presented with the
problem specification and a high‐level task list, any assumptions or project constraints. The team
discussed the problem and estimation issues. The moderator guided the entire discussion,
monitored time and after the kickoff meeting, prepared a structured document containing problem
specification, high‐level task list, and assumptions that were decided. He then provided the
estimation team with copies of this document for the next step.

Step 3.1 − Each team member was asked to prepare the list of benefit objectives that she/he
considered important, a rank (the most important to least important) and a weight value for each of
those benefit objectives

Step 4.1 − At the beginning of the meeting, the moderator collected the list of proposed benefit
objectives, their ranks, and weight values from each of the team members.

Step 4.2 − Benefit objectives selected by a majority of the panelists were retained

Step 4.3 – After a round of discussions, the panel narrowed down the list of all provided benefit
objectives to the four objectives as shown in Table 4

Step 5.1 − The moderator collected the weight values from all the team members and, for each of
the four objectives, he plotted each member’s weight value by a marker on the line of each “round”
(iteration), without disclosing the corresponding team member names. The estimation team then
had an idea of the range of estimates, which initially was quite wide.

Step 5.2 − Each team member discussed aloud the rationale behind the weight values benefit
objectives that she/he had chosen, identifying any assumptions made and raising any questions or
issues.

Step 5.3 − The team then discussed any doubt/problem they have about the weight values,
assumptions made, and estimation issues.

Step 5.5 − Each team member then revisited individually her/his weight values, and makes changes
if necessary. The moderator also made adjustments in the weight values based on the discussions.
Step 5.6 – The estimation meeting continued by going to be to Step 5.1. The stopping criteria for the

iterations were set as follows:
o Results are converged to an acceptably narrow range.
o All team members are unwilling to change their latest estimates.
o The allotted estimation meeting time was over.

Step 5.7 –The final weight values were extracted as shown in Table 4.
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The wideband Delphi process for determining weights for benefit objectives had five phases, which started from the
planning phase and went on to the last phase (estimation meeting to determine weights).
We executed the Phase 5 with three iterations and, in the last iteration, results converged to an acceptably narrow range,
and thus we concluded the meetings. As shown in Table 4, the estimation team (panel), found the “fault severity”
objective the most important one and assigned to it a weight value of 0.2, in the range of [0,1]. Cumulative number of
detected fault was decided as the second most important benefit objective, with weight =0.15. Test‐suite execution priority
and number of detected fault in the last version were the 3rd and 4th most important objectives.

5.4 RQ 1: CALIBRATION OF THE MORTOGA
To run MORTOGA in the project, selection of cost/benefit objectives and data collection for setting the weight values were
not enough. As it has been discussed various times in the SBSE community, e.g., [17, 18, 61], to ensure a GA’s best
performance, its internal parameters (e.g., population size, crossover and mutation rates) have to be also properly tuned
(calibrated) empirically. Many SBSE studies have been conducted in that direction, e.g., [17, 18, 61], and have shown that
tuning of a GA has a strong impact on its performance and, thus, finding appropriate parameter values is one of the
challenging aspects of applying GAs in SBSE.
The main components of a GA in need of proper tuning are: population size, type of variation operators (mutation and
crossover) and rates of applying variation operators [63]. In our study, in order to reach the most sub‐optimum solution in
acceptable time frames, we calibrated (tuned) the GA parameters including population size, crossover and mutation rates
based on our past experience in [18, 61], as we discuss next. Calibration of the MORTOGA’s parameters was done based
on the SUT data for one representative case of regression testing of the SUT, i.e., when the SUT was evolved from version
#1 to version #2 (see the series of the versions chosen for the empirical study in Section 5.5.1). We calibrated the
MORTOGA’s parameters before its full “application” on all the SUT versions to ensure the GA would perform well
during its full application.
Population Size: Population size means the number of chromosomes (individuals) existing in a GA population. If there
are too few chromosomes, the GA will have a few possibilities to perform variations and it will cause the GA to quickly
converge to a local minimum [82]. On the other hand, if there are too many chromosomes, the GA may have a
performance problem, i.e. its execution time would be too high. The optimal population size for a given GA is the point of
“inflection” where the benefit of quick convergence is offset by decreasing performance [82]. In the literature, many
studies have suggested adequate population size. De Jong [83] suggests a population size ranging from 50 to 100
chromosomes. Grefenstette et al. [84] recommend a range between 30 and 80, while Schaffer and his colleagues [85]
suggest a smaller population size, between 20 and 30.
In our study, to empirically tune this parameter, similar to our past experience in [18, 61], we executed the GA 100 times
for each population size value, starting from 5 to 100 with an increasing value of 5 on the case under test (the requirement
set in the SUT). In order to assess the GA’s performance with each population size setting, we used average values of
execution times and fitness values across 100 runs. The dependent variables (metrics) were fitness value and execution
times (in seconds). Figure 2 shows the fitness value and execution time curves for the case under test.
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Tuning PopulationSize
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Figure 2‐ Impact of changes in population size on fitness value and execution time (in seconds)
By looking at these curves, we can see that, in each case, the fitness values do actually converge to a minimum plateau
after around the population size of 30. At the same time, as population size increases, execution times increase almost
linearly. Thus, a population size of 30‐80 could be a good choice for calibration.
Crossover Rate: Crossover rate, a value between [0, 1], determines the ratio of how many GA individuals (couples) will
be picked for mating and for creating the next set of children for the next generation. Crossover enables a GA to extract
the best genes from different individuals and recombine them into potentially “superior” children. Although sources
from the literature suggest that the optimal crossover rate is dependent on the nature of structure of the problem at hand,
there is a common recommendation of setting the crossover rate to a value between 0.5 and 1. Here, the value of 1 means
full replacement of all the individuals in the current GA generation. Some studies have shown that a crossover rate below
0.5 may decrease the fitness quality [86].
As we did for the case of tuning the population size, we used the same approach for crossover rates as well, i.e., we varied
it between 0.5 and 1 with a step value of 0.01, on the SUT’s requirement set. Figure 3 shows the empirical results. By
reviewing curves in Figure 3, we see that fitness value remains on a minimum plateau generally between 0.5 and 0.9
crossover rates. We also see that varying the crossover rate have no noticeable effect on execution time, except for values
higher than 0.9. Based on this analysis, we decided to use a value between [0.5‐0.9] as the suitable calibration for crossover
rate. These GA settings were in line with our past experience in [18, 61].
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Figure 3‐ Impacts of changes in crossover rate on fitness value and execution time
Mutation Rate: Mutation rate of a GA, a value between [0, 1], determines the ratio of genes in the population that will be
flipped (a gene value will be randomly changed). This process adds to the diversity of a population and thereby increases
the likelihood that the GA will generate individuals with better fitness values. Generally, many studies have
recommended that mutation rate should be a low probability, e.g., [86][83][84][85]. If it is set too high, the search will turn
into a primitive random search [86] and GA would stall in converging. In the literature, De Jong [83] suggests a mutation
rate of 0.001. Grefenstette [84] suggests a rate of 0.01, while Schaffer et al. [85] recommended the expression 1.75 / λ length
for the mutation rate where λ denotes the population size and length is the length of chromosomes. Mühlenbein [87]
suggests a mutation rate defined by 1/length. Based on these recommendations, we decided to empirically evaluate the
choices of mutation rates between 1/54 and 27/54 (meaning between 0.01 and 0.5) with a step value of 1/54 (54 is the
length of chromosome). We used the same approach as the two previous GA parameters, i.e., we executed the GA for 100
times on the requirement set. Figure 4 shows the empirical results of impacts of changes in mutation rate on fitness value
and execution time.
By analyzing the trends in Figure 4, we saw that the fitness values reach a minimum plateau after the mutation rate of
about 0.07 and then continue with a very small decrease for the rest of the range (0.07‐0.5). On the other hand, as mutation
rate increases, the execution time also increases quite sharply. Therefore, we decided to tune the GA with a mutation rate
between 0.07 and 0.16.
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Figure 4‐ Impacts of changes in mutation rate on fitness value and execution time
Thus, in summary, the good choices for calibration of the three GA parameters are:




Population size (6 choices): 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80
Crossover rate (5 choices): 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9
Mutation rate (6 choices): 4/54=~0.074, 5/54, 6/54, 7/54, 8/54, 9/54=~0.16

Furthermore, to ensure best performance of MORTOGA, we wanted to make sure to choose the most suitable
“combination” of best parameter tuning for the three GA parameters. Thus, we considered all the “Cartesian” product of
all the above candidate choices which resulted in 180 (6x5x6) combinations of parameter values. Then, we executed the
GA 20 times with each combination of the above parameter values. Thus, we empirically executed in total 180x20=3,600
combinations of parameter values. Note that all executions were controlled automatically (via a script in Matlab [68]) to
ensure that we would not spent a large amount of unnecessary manual effort on them.
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Finally, we picked the parameter combination, which yielded the best fitness values as the best parameter configuration
for this empirical study, which was as follows: the value of 40 as population size, 0.7 as crossover rate and 0.12 as
mutation rate for the subject case study. In terms of cost (efforts) spent on tuning GWA’s parameters, given our
experience in this area [18, 61], we spent about 30 staff‐days for this phase of our work.

5.5 RQ 2: IMPROVEMENTS IN REGRESSION TESTING PROVIDED BY MORTOGA
After tuning MORTOGA in RQ1 (previous section), we focused on RQ2 which was the core technical goal of the entire
study, via which we wanted to assess the usefulness of MORTOGA in providing improvements in regression testing.
For RQ2, we wanted to measure how much improvement in regression testing the MORTOGA approach provides
compared to the manual regression test‐selection (as practiced in the industrial context before the project reported in this
paper) and an applicable approach from the literature, i.e., the selective requirement coverage‐based approach [19]. Our
empirical approach to answer RQ2 was to conduct a comparison between the three techniques w.r.t. the following
dependent variables: (1) coverage of the affected requirements, and (2) cost/benefit values of regression test‐sets of the
SUT.
To conduct the empirical study for RQ2, we had to do some set up which we discuss next:



Choosing the SUT versions for regression testing
Setting up the control techniques (manual regression testing and selective requirement‐based approach)

Afterwards, we report the empirical results in Section 5.5.3 and 5.5.4, which include: coverage of the affected
requirements, and cost‐benefit analysis of regression testing using either of the three techniques.
5.5.1 Choosing the SUT versions for regression testing
For our empirical study of regression testing, we had to select a sequence of SUT versions on which we would apply
regression testing using each of the three techniques. For this purpose, we consulted with the test team, and we selected
five available builds (versions) of the SUT, for which the manual regression test costs/benefits had been recorded in the
project logs in the past and were available for us.
5.5.2 Setting up the control techniques (manual regression testing and selective requirement‐based approach)
For our empirical study, we also had to properly setup the control techniques which were: manual regression testing
approach used in the company in the past, and the selective requirement‐based approach [19].
The selective requirement‐based approach [19] is a non‐linear optimization approach (as is our MORTOGA approach).
While most other regression test selection approaches only consider coverage of affected requirements (as reviewed in
Section 3) and aims at maximizing it, this approach additionally considers coverage of irrelevant requirement as a second
objective to decrease the unnecessary testing effort, by aiming at minimizing it. As defined in [19], the fitness (objective)
function of the optimization model used by the approach is as follows:
F(ts) =

⋅ cc(ts) + (1 − ) ⋅ fc(ts)

Given the weighting factor α, for a single test suite ts, its fitness function, denoted by F(ts), is defined as the weighted
average of its “contribution” criterion cc(ts) and “futile (pointless)” criterion fc(ts) as follows [19]. The contribution
criterion of a test suite is the proportion of affected requirements covered by that test suite to the total number of affected
requirements. On the other hand, futile criterion is one minus the proportion of irrelevant requirements covered by
subject test suite to the total number of irrelevant requirements.
In that approach [19], solving the multi‐objective regression test selection problem was defined as a NP‐Complete and a
heuristic search technique. In the paper which presented the approach [19], it was implemented using a greedy
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apporoach, and not a GA. We found that it could indeed be implemented as a GA which would in general be a better
solution approach than the greedy approach, due to various reasons, e.g., GAs explore the search space better and with
more diversity compared to the greedy apporoach. We used the algorithm and other information as provided in [19] and
implemented that approach [19] as a GA in Matlab by using the same chromosome structure as used in MORTOGA
(Section 4.2). The source‐code of our implementation of that technique [19] in Matlab is available online as open‐source
[68]. For implementing that approach, we also used the settings (e.g., weighting factor α in the above formula) as
suggested in [19].
As for manual regression testing, the team conducted the process as it was established in the past. As discussed in Section
2.2, each time when a software fix was implemented, the customer test team first manually inspected and evaluated the
list of affected requirements and the regression test‐set proposed by the contractor test team. The customer test team
would then either accept the proposed regression test‐set or would request adding more test suites to it.
5.5.25.5.3 Coverage of affected requirements
We compared the coverage ratios of affected requirements of five different versions of the SUT when using each of the
three approaches. Let us recall from earlier sections that affected requirements are those which correspond to the
modifications made in the source code across two SUT versions. Figure 5 shows the comparisons. As discussed in Section
2.2, in the manual (old) approach, the manually‐extracted test suites, usually and ironically, did not achieve 100%
coverage of the affected requirements, as we can also see in Figure 5. This is since the contractor test team always tried
eagerly to “minimize” the scope of regression test‐set, to lower their own test cost, while the customer test team usually
tried to “enlarge” the scope of regression test‐set by adding extra test suites “to be on the safe side”. The end result was
usually a test suite which did not achieve full coverage of the affected requirements.
As we can see, only our MORTOGA approach is able to guarantee 100% coverage of the affected requirements. Since
100% coverage of affected requirement is a “must” (requirement) for regression testing, the other two approaches are
essentially not acceptable w.r.t. this important criterion. Note that the other automated technique (requirement coverage‐
based approach) [19] also did not provide 100% coverage of the affected requirements, since, as a search‐based approach
and according to how it is formulated [19], it “tries” to “maximize” that coverage ratio and, as we can see in Figure 5, it
has been able to get close to 100%, but has not reached 100% precisely.
% coverage of the affected requirements
coverage of the affected requirements
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Figure 5‐ Comparing the three approaches w.r.t. coverage of affected requirements
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5.5.35.5.4 Cost and benefit objectives
Figure 6 shows the comparison of MORTOGA versus the existing manual regression method and the selective
requirement‐based approach [19] based on the aggregate cost and benefit values. We show in Table 6 all of the cost and
benefits measures, for each SUT version, from which we have calculated the aggregate values shown in Figure 6.
The X‐axis of the graph in in Figure 6 represents the software versions, while Y‐axis shows total cost and benefit values
calculated based on the weighting and scaling (normalization) process as explained in Section 5.2, i.e., all five cost
objectives are aggregated into one single measure and all four benefit objectives are aggregated into one measure. Note
that all the values in Figure 6 and Table 6 are normalized values calculated based on weights assigned to different factors
(as discussed in Section 5.2), and thus should not be interpreted with their absolute values.
The comparisons in Figure 6 provide the cost / benefit values of all three methods. To be able to compare the three
techniques for benefit versus cost measures over all the five versions together, we show in the last column of Table 6 the
sum of all values in each row. For example, for the manual regression test selection approach, totals of cost and benefit
values are 18.32 and 27.21. To compare the three techniques, we computed the ratio of benefit/cost total values, which are
1.48 (=27.21/18.32), 3.79 (=33.90/8.94), and 1.97 (=29.18/14.79), respectively, for the three techniques listed in Table 6. As
these ratios show and as we can visually see in Figure 6, MORTOGA incurs lower cost than the other two methods when
aggregating all of the five versions, while it also provides higher benefits in three of the five versions (versions 1 … 5).
9.00
8.00

Sum of cost and benefit values

7.00

Manual method: Cost

6.00

Manual method: Benefit
MORTOGA: Cost

5.00

MORTOGA: Benefit
4.00

Selective method: Cost

3.00

Selective method: Benefit

2.00
1.00
0.00
Version 1

Version 2

Version 3

Version 4

Version 5

Figure 6 ‐ Comparing the three approaches w.r.t. aggregate cost and benefit values
Thanks to the search‐based approach and optimization engine built in MORTOGA, it efficiently searches among the large
number of test‐case combinations and generates as output a set of test suites which is the most efficient regression test
suite, when executed on the SUT, by considering the set of cost and benefit objectives.
An important point that should be discussed is about the following fault‐related metrics shown in Table 6: number of
detected faults (cumulative across all SUT versions so far), and number of detected faults (in the last SUT version only).
As discussed above, all these measures are normalized values calculated based on weights assigned to different
cost/benefit factors (as discussed in Section 5.2), and thus are not necessarily integer numbers. Of course, when one deals
with faults, the measures will be absolute (integer) numbers. However, since weights are involved in calculating these
normalized values, the outcomes are real numbers (as shown in Table 6). Also, we should note that the fault‐related
metrics shown in Table 6 are only from the application of the MORTOGA and the selective requirement coverage method
to derive the best regression test suites based on historical fault data; and the fault‐related metrics are not for the actual
number of faults found by executing the best regression test suites generated by each of those techniques. As we discuss
in Section 5.6, although the MORTOGA approach is currently in active use in the company, not all the generated
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regression test suites detect real faults and thus we could not use those test‐execution data for estimating fault detection
effectiveness. Instead, we would have liked to apply fault injection (mutation testing) on the SUT to assess the
effectiveness of the regression test suites generated by these two techniques, but as discussed in Section 2.2, due to the
classified nature of the SUT, neither we nor the contractor test team had access to the SUT’s source code, thus mutation
testing was not possible.
Instead, we found another way for estimating fault detection effectiveness based on the available data. We have the
number of test suites generated by the approach and the number of potentially detected faults (cumulative), form
historical fault data (both shown in Table 6). We thus divided the latter by the former, and estimated the “potential” fault
detection ability of each output test suite, for each SUT version. For example, for version 2, MORTOGA selected 10 of the
all 54 system test suites for regression testing and they have the potential to detect a normalized value of 1.71 faults, thus
the fault detection ability is 0.17. When we added up all the fault detection effectiveness values for all five SUT versions
for each technique, the total values are 0.74, 1.00, 0.79, respectively, for the three approaches. Again, MORTOGA has the
best performance w.r.t. this metric.
From another perspective, another point that got our attention was the “fluctuations” in cost and benefit measures across
the three methods among the five versions of the SUT in Figure 6. We got curious about that issue and assessed the
associated root cause(s). We found that those fluctuations are due to a number of factors, e.g., (1) the number of affected
requirements in each version, as there were 310, 314, 212, 169 and 113 affected requirements, respectively, for each of the
five versions; and (2) the correspondence (traceability) of test steps in different test suites to those affected requirements.
We also observe in Figure 6 that the other automated technique (selective requirement coverage‐based approach [19]) has
provided a greater “benefit” value in one of the five cases (version 4 of the SUT). However, the major issue with that other
technique is that it does not “guarantee” reaching 100% coverage of the affected requirements, as we empirically observed
in Section 5.5.2 (and in Figure 5). Thus, although it provides better “benefit” for version 4 of the SUT, it fails to be an
acceptable solution approach.
Table 6‐Details of cost and benefits measures for the three approaches for the five versions of the SUT
Methods

Manual
regression
test
selection
approach

MORTOGA

Cost/benefit factors
Execution time (hour)
Third ‐party costs
Setup costs
Verification (oracle) costs
Technical resources costs (test exec environment)
Total costs
# of detected faults (cumulative) –normalized
# of detected faults (last version)‐normalized
Faults severity
Stakeholder priority (1, 2 or 3)
Total benefits
Number of test suites generated by the approach
Potential fault detection ability of the test suites
Execution time (hour)
Third ‐party costs
Setup costs
Verification (oracle) costs
Technical resources costs (test exec environment)
Total costs
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#1
0.86
0.21
0.61
0.02
1.10
2.81
1.48
0.38
1.54
1.73
5.13
20
0.07
0.54
0.32
0.27
0.26
0.40
1.79

Versions of the SUT
#2
#3
#4
0.68 0.93 0.93
0.55 0.00 0.92
0.40 0.75 0.80
0.41 0.76 0.81
0.56 0.81 1.00
2.60 3.25 4.46
1.32 1.23 1.64
0.66 0.81 1.10
1.45 1.34 1.80
1.50 1.38 1.66
4.94 4.75 6.20
13
9
10
0.10 0.14 0.16
0.54 0.44 0.40
0.44 0.51 0.33
0.42 0.00 0.26
0.42 0.27 0.27
0.53 0.32 0.44
2.34 1.54 1.70

Sum
#5
1.31
1.25
1.31
0.00
1.32
5.19
1.57
1.29
1.63
1.72
6.20
6
0.26
0.33
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.34
1.57

4.71
2.93
3.87
2.01
4.81
18.32
7.75
4.23
7.99
7.24
27.21
58
0.74
2.26
1.90
1.24
1.52
2.02
8.94
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Selective
requirement
coverage
method

# of detected faults (cumulative) ‐normalized
# of detected faults (last version) ‐normalized
Faults severity
Stakeholder priority (1, 2 or 3)
Total benefits
Number of test suites generated by the approach
Potential fault detection ability (Ratio)
Execution time (hour)
Third ‐party costs
Setup costs
Verification (oracle) costs
Technical resources costs (test exec environment)
Total costs
# of detected faults (cumulative) ‐normalized
# of detected faults (last version) ‐normalized
Faults severity
Stakeholder priority (1, 2 or 3)
Total benefits
Number of test suites generated by the approach
Potential fault detection ability of the test suites

1.67
0.85
1.91
1.77
6.20
13
0.13
0.63
0.31
0.36
0.31
0.41
2.03
1.37
0.76
1.48
1.49
5.10
12
0.11

1.71
1.22
1.81
2.04
6.77
10
0.17
0.63
0.49
0.47
0.44
0.56
2.60
1.19
0.70
1.30
1.35
4.54
10
0.12

1.65
1.30
1.75
1.80
6.50
7
0.24
0.73
1.09
0.00
0.56
0.61
2.99
1.10
0.75
1.19
1.25
4.30
8
0.14

1.79
1.34
1.89
1.95
6.97
9
0.20
0.76
0.69
0.62
0.63
0.80
3.51
1.95
1.50
2.04
2.10
7.59
8
0.24

1.86
1.58
1.94
2.07
7.46
7
0.27
0.97
0.85
0.91
0.00
0.93
3.66
1.95
1.64
2.01
2.05
7.66
11
0.18

8.69
6.30
9.63
8.69
33.90
46
1.00
3.73
3.44
2.36
1.94
3.32
14.79
7.56
5.35
8.03
8.25
29.18
49
0.79

5.6 BENEFITS OF THE RESULTS AND THE MORTOGA APPROACH IN THE INDUSTRIAL CONTEXT
Since the MORTOGA approach has development and calibration efforts associated with it, we decided to objectively and
critically evaluate its benefit for the test team. One of the authors had done a similar analysis in a previous work [88], in
which he and his colleagues quantitatively estimated the time saving (cost‐benefit) of a novel automated testing platform
for an industrial partner.
To objectively and critically justify the development and calibration efforts (costs) of MORTOGA in the industrial context,
we looked at the costs values of the three approaches in Table 6, and aimed at estimating how much cost saving
MORTOGA would provide. Let us recall from Section 2.1 that we had an estimate about the total manual execution time
of the entire test suites (187+ staff‐days). Thus, if we could estimate how much reduction in total manual execution time,
the output test suite by MORTOGA would provide, we would be able to justify using MORTOGA.
As discussed in Section 5.5.2. since 100% coverage of affected requirement is a “must” (requirement) for regression
testing, the other automated technique [19] was essentially not acceptable w.r.t. this important criterion and we thus only
compared the manual (old) approach and MORTOGA’s costs (including its development and calibration efforts). Over
the five versions, test execution time of the test suites selected by the manual (old) approach had a cost of 4.71 in the unit
of analysis (recall that values are normalized), while MORTOGA had a cost of only 2.26. This mean a cost saving of 52.1%
of the total manual execution time of the entire test suites. Thus, we expected that using MORTOGA would save about 97
staff‐days (187 x 52.1%) in that manual execution effort. Further note that such a saving is just for one single application of
MORTOGA on the pilot five‐version series of the SUT, and we should note that regression testing of the SUT have been
continuously conducted since several years ago and will go on for several years to come (the project has no “end date” yet
as of this writing). According to our time logs, development and calibration of MORTOGA took about 200 staff‐days in
total. Thus we expect that using MORTOGA in two cases such as the one we reported in this paper would “pay off” its
development and calibration costs.
From another perspective, as we discussed in the related work (Section 3), most of the regression test‐selection techniques
proposed in literature are source‐code based and they are not applicable for the cases when source code is not available
(such as our case). Most of the regression test‐selection techniques presented in literature are structured based on a single
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objective. However, in real‐world regression testing scenarios, there are many different criteria that may have impact on
effectiveness of a test suite like execution time, coverage, user priority, fault history etc. The use of a single criterion does
not answer regression test selection requirements in practice and it severely limits its fault detection ability.
The results of this study show that MORTOGA provides a suitable solution option for both issues mentioned above. With
100% coverage of affected requirements, it provides a high‐level (requirement coverage based) solution option especially
for the large‐scale complex systems. In terms of optimization, MORTOGA effectively selects the optimum solution based
on real‐world cost and benefit objectives. This aspect of the approach provides more realistic solutions than single
objective approaches. Since the proposed approach (MORTOGA) has been beneficial in the industrial context in saving
the costs of regression testing (as shown above), it is currently in active use in the company and project under study. Since
the manual regression test‐selection approach was in use before we had developed MORTOGA, we used the empirical
results as reported in this paper, as motivations to communicate with the test team’s management. Since the entire study
was closely conducted with participation of the test team and its management, “deploying” the MORTOGA approach
was straightforward and, with some time spent on briefing test team, the entire team “embraced” this new and better
approach and the method has been in active use, as of this writing.

5.7 LIMITATIONS AND THREATS TO VALIDITY
This empirical study was an action‐research [13, 14] project in which we developed a solution method based on
optimization search. The purpose of the study was to apply a tailored version of a MORTO approach [10] to an industrial
project and assess the effectiveness of proposed methodology by comparing the existing manual regression testing
approach with the proposed solution.
The validity of a study denotes the trustworthiness of the results, and to what extent the results are true and not biased by
the researchers’ subjective point of view [89]. We discuss next the potential threats to the validity of our study and the
steps that we have taken to minimize or mitigate them. The threats are discussed in the context of the four types of threats
to validity based on a standard checklist for validity threats presented in [90]: internal validity, construct validity,
conclusion validity and external validity.
Internal validity: Internal validity in this study deals with designing the experiment correctly (i.e., without having
confounding factors, bias, etc.) such that any observed effect in the dependent variables can really be attributed to the
change of independent variables (in our case, the change of the regression test selection method). Internal validity of the
study was ensured since all approaches were developed and applied systematically. A potential threat to internal validity
in this experiment could be the poor setting of GA parameters. That threat was minimized by taking a systematic
approach to systematically tune the GA parameters for the proposed solution, as discussed in Section 5.3. Another
potential threat to internal validity which is also a treat to conclusion validity could the relative small scale of the case
under study. We believe the SUT was a mid‐size software since it includes 935 system‐level requirements. To verify those
system‐level requirements, 54 different test suites were developed, each containing between 182 to 3,588 test steps. Thus,
the context is a typical (representative) industrial context, as per our experience in testing various types of systems in the
past, e.g. [11].
Construct validity: Construct validity is concerned with the extent to which the object of study truly represents theory
behind the study [89]. We are not aware of any construct validity in this study.
Conclusion validity: Conclusion validity is concerned with the correct application of statistical procedures (which in our
case does not apply) and the correct interpretation of the results of the experiment. For this empirical study, one possible
threat is about running the GA which is a stochastic algorithm and a single run of this algorithm may not provide a stable
result. In order to mitigate that threat, we used our past experience in GA parameter tuning [18, 61], and executed all the
GA‐related experiments for a large number of times (at least, 100) and we picked the best outcomes.
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External validity: External validity is concerned with the extent to which the results of this study can be generalized.
Threats to external validity are conditions that could limit our ability to generalize the results of our experiment to
industrial practice. As mentioned before, this study was an action‐research project. It presented a solution for a specific
industrial problem with specific parameters and settings. However, our solution provides a general and flexible structure
which is applicable to a typical regression test‐selection problem, in black‐box approach (based on requirements). For
example, as discussed in Section 4.2, we developed MORTOGA in a flexible / extensible manner in terms of the
cost/benefit objectives, i.e., various sets of cost and benefit objectives can be plugged into the fitness function, depending
on the system and project under test.

6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Based on the principles of “action‐research” [13, 14], we presented in this paper a GA‐based approach (called
MORTOGA) and an empirical study on regression test‐selection problem of an industrial project with several cost and
benefit objectives. Two research questions were raised and answered in scope of the empirical study: (RQ1) How can the
GA be best calibrated to yield the best results for the context at hand?; and (RQ2) How much improvements does the
approach provide compared to the previous existing test selection approach?
We formulated and solved the problem using a custom‐built genetic algorithm (GA). The empirical results demonstrated
that this approach yields a more efficient regression test‐set in terms of cost/benefit and more effective in terms of
coverage of affected requirements compared to the old (manual) test‐selection approach, and another approach from the
literature, i.e., the selective requirement coverage‐based approach [19]. We developed MORTOGA based on a set of five
cost objectives and four benefit objectives for regression testing while providing full coverage of affected requirements.
Since our proposed approach has been beneficial and has made a positive difference in the company practices in terms of
regression testing, it is currently in active use in the industrial context. With this approach, regression selection process in
the project is not ad‐hoc anymore. Furthermore, we were able to eliminate the subjectivity of regression testing and its
dependency on expert opinions. Thanks to the new approach, regression test‐sets are now determined based on
requirement coverage, and cost and benefits of test suites in a systematic approach.
Our future work directions include the followings: (1) enhancement of MORTOGA by covering other cost and benefit
parameters; (2) applying MORTOGA in other contexts and regression test‐selection problems and to further assess its
generalizability; and (3) further assessment of the fault detection effectiveness of the three approaches by conducting
mutation testing. Due to confidentiality, logistical and costs reasons, we were so far unable to inject artifacts defects
(mutants) in the real SUT in the field, and measure fault detection rates (mutation scores).
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